Comparative assessment of energy efficiency indicators of a multi-fuel internal combustion vehicle and an electric vehicle
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Abstract: In the current discussions on the future of the automotive industry, two extreme opinions clash: electromobility or vehicles with conventional drive but powered by alternative fuels. The article discusses the issue related to modeling the energy efficiency factors of a combustion engine operating on three types of fuels (Diesel 100%, Biofuel 100%, and Hemp Oil 100%) as well as an electric drive powered by energy from a coal power plant. Analytical research was conducted based on the external characteristics of the engine's performance. The external characteristic of the Fiat Panda 1.3 JTD combustion engine was obtained on the Automex dynamometer. The engine operated on three fuels: Diesel 100%, Biofuel 100% (rapeseed), and Biofuel 100% (hemp oil). The Nissan Leaf vehicle manufacturer provided the external characteristics of the electric engine. The calculation results showed that the combustion engine consumes less energy at lower speeds than the electric one. At higher speeds, the consumption rates are at a similar level. The recipients of the research are both the demand side – that is, vehicle users, as well as future manufacturers and government institutions responsible for shaping and developing future mobility in the field of individual transport.
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1. Introduction

One of the key postulates mentioned by the supporters of the development of electromobility is the postulate regarding high efficiency of electric drives. As indicated in the literature on the subject, the efficiency of an engine characterizes the amount of mechanical work it can perform per unit of energy supplied to it. In the case of motor vehicles, the mechanical work comes from both chemical and electric energy. By
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comparing the efficiencies of different energy sources, it is possible to analyze which carrier is more efficient in urban and non-urban driving cycles. The analysis of technological development presented in reference [20] showed that the majority of research and patents related to automotive development are in the area of electric and hybrid vehicles. The technology of combustion engines is mature. The authors of the article predict that its saturation will occur between 2037 and 2043. Research conducted by the authors of the paper [13] demonstrated that the higher initial cost of purchasing an electric vehicle can be recovered after just five years of use, especially for vehicles with a lower range. According to the authors, this is due to lower operating costs and higher battery efficiency compared to vehicles with a combustion engine.

The longer the period of electric vehicle usage, the more its operating costs decrease. However, the authors did not examine the operational lifespan of batteries, as they are the most expensive component of an electric vehicle. In the study [11], environmental impacts during the production, operation, and disposal of electric, hybrid, and combustion vehicles in Nepal were investigated. The analysis showed that electric and hybrid vehicles reduce overall environmental pollution by 82%. In the paper [7], the efficiency of electric and combustion propulsion systems was examined and compared in urban driving cycles. The analysis revealed that electric vehicles have higher efficiency in urban areas, especially during traffic congestion (start-stop situations). However, in the paper [15], it was described that energy systems in the Canary Islands, which consume the least energy, are not efficient for charging electric vehicles due to increased CO$_2$ emissions compared to combustion vehicles. The study's conclusions suggest that the environmental cost-effectiveness of using electric vehicles is more prevalent in larger urban centers with well-developed electric infrastructure.

In the study [21], the total cost of ownership (TCO) of an electric vehicle over a 15-year period was examined in Thailand, where such vehicles are promoted. The analysis revealed that the lowest ownership costs were observed for conventional gasoline vehicles, followed by hybrid vehicles, plug-in hybrid vehicles, and electric vehicles. The main factors contributing to the increased ownership costs of electric vehicles were their high acquisition cost and expensive batteries. The authors proposed efforts to reduce battery costs and introduce subsidies for the purchase of electric vehicles.

In the study [2], an analysis was conducted on the potential reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by electric and combustion vehicles in the United States from 2018 to 2030. The calculations have shown that the level of emissions from electric and combustion vehicles can be at a similar level. The decarbonization process can involve reducing fuel consumption in internal combustion engine vehicles and obtaining electric energy from renewable sources for electric vehicles by replacing natural gas power plants with nuclear ones. However, despite not emitting exhaust fumes, electric vehicles contribute to the emission of particulate matter [17]. The sources of emissions include the wear of brake pads, tire wear, road wear, and resuspended road dust. Research has indicated that due to their increased weight, electric vehicles exhibit higher non-exhaust emissions compared to combustion vehicles.

In the paper [19], an analysis of environmental impacts from 2019 to 2050 was presented for spark-ignition engine (SI) and compression-ignition engine (CI) combustion vehicles, plug-in hybrid vehicles, and electric vehicles in Hong Kong. The study showed that by 2050, the most environmentally friendly vehicle would be the electric vehicle,
followed by the plug-in hybrid vehicle with a CI engine. The least environmentally friendly vehicle in all aspects was the SI vehicle. Similar results were obtained in the study [24], where three types of vehicles-electric, hybrid, and combustion—were examined for emissions throughout their lifecycle. Electric vehicles had the lowest emissions of particulate matter and nitrogen oxides. Additionally, research results demonstrated that electric vehicles have the lowest ownership costs among the known propulsion systems [9]. However, there is uncertainty regarding future electricity and fuel prices. Nevertheless, nowadays, despite the higher purchase costs compared to conventionally powered vehicles, electric vehicles are gaining more and more popularity [23]. Plug-in hybrids can be an alternative to electric vehicles. In the study [26], a hybrid propulsion system with an SI and CI engine burning bioethanol in autoignition mode was investigated. The research showed that a mixture of bioethanol ranging from 20% to 100% can reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions by up to 78%. The authors of papers [4,13] argue that there is still potential for optimizing the operation of plug-in hybrid vehicles. Analytical research [18] indicates that electric vehicles have higher annual depreciation (13.9%) compared to combustion vehicles (10.4%) due to battery wear. The use of renewable energy sources and the modernization of electric infrastructure will impact the efficiency of fast vehicle charging stations [1,5,8,14,22,25]. Additionally, the implementation of a system managing energy consumption in vehicles will lead to better optimization of vehicle performance [16]. In the paper [6], an innovative experiment was carried out on the feasibility of a propulsion technology consisting of a fuel cell, an internal combustion engine and an integrated electro-thermo-chemical drive on the basis of a life cycle assessment. Studies have shown that the new technology outperforms battery-powered propulsion in environmental and human health aspects. The main benefits come from the production stage of the vehicle.

Based on the literature analysis, it can be concluded that research on the optimization and implementation of alternative propulsion sources is being conducted in various directions and applied to both technical parameters and economic. However, research on comparative analyzes of drive efficiency coefficients for internal combustion engines with electric and internal combustion engines operating on conventional fuels and alternative fuels—plant fuels, is omitted.

As presented in this article, the included research has many important practical implications. At the same time, they are supplement the gap in the literature on the subject related to the aspects of comparative assessment of energy efficiency indicators of selected drive units—a conventional engine powered by alternative fuel and an electric engine. The scientific discussion is presented as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the research methods used in response to the stated aim of the work. Section 3 presents the research results. In the final part section 4, the conclusions from the author's research are presented, pointing to the current research limitations and future directions of analysis.

The aim of the conducted research was a comparative analysis of energy efficiency indicators between electric and combustion engine vehicles. The electric car was powered by energy from conventional coal-fired power plants. A car equipped with an internal combustion engine (CI) running on different fuels: (Diesel) powered by different fuels: Diesel 100%, Rapeseed oil 100% biofuel, and Hemp oil 100% biofuel. The analysis was carried out under the conditions of external characteristics of the drive units.
2. Research and Methods

2.1. Modeling the efficiency coefficients of electric and combustion engine propulsion

The analytical research was conducted based on the measurements of operating parameters of the CI engine on an engine dynamometer according to the external characteristics. Additionally, the external characteristics of the electric vehicle were generated using data provided by the manufacturer.

The cumulative fuel consumption of the vehicle was calculated using equation (1).

\[
Q = \frac{100 \cdot G_e}{\gamma \cdot 3.6 v}
\]  

where:
\( Q \) – cumulative fuel consumption [dm\(^3\)/100 km],
\( G_e \) – hourly fuel consumption [kg/h],
\( \gamma \) – fuel density [kg/dm\(^3\)],
\( v \) – vehicle speed [m/s].

The vehicle speed [m/s] was calculated using formula (2):

\[
v = \frac{s}{t} = \frac{2 \pi r_d n_K}{60 t} = \frac{\pi r_d n_K}{30} = \frac{\pi r_d n}{30 i_{SB} i_{PG}}
\]  

where:
\( s \) – distance [m],
\( t \) – time [s],
\( r_d \) – dynamic wheel radius [m],
\( n_K \) – number of wheel revolutions,
\( n_k \) – wheel rotational speed [rpm],
\( n \) – engine rotational speed [rpm],
\( i_{SB} \) – gearbox ratio,
\( i_{PG} \) – final drive ratio.

The vehicle speed [km/h] was calculated using equation (3).

\[
v_k = v \cdot 3.6
\]  

The calorific values for the tested fuels are similar, which is why the Authors included one of them in the calculations. The energy consumption of a car with a combustion engine for 1 dm\(^3\) of Diesel 100%, Bio Diesel RME 100%, and Bio Diesel with Hemp Oil 100% is 10 kWh of energy. For comparative purposes, the value of energy emitted during the combustion of 1 dm\(^3\) of diesel oil was used, and this value was converted into the energy consumption of a conventionally powered vehicle. This was done in order to compare the mileage energy consumption of conventionally and electrically powered vehicles. A similar methodology was implemented for a vehicle with a conventional drive powered by vegetable fuels. The values of energy obtained from a liter of fuel were very similar, so it can be assumed with a slight error that they are the same. The road energy consumption of an electric vehicle – under steady-state conditions – was calculated using equation (4):
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\[ E = \frac{10^5 P_B}{3.6 \nu} \]  

(4)

where:
- \( E \) – road energy consumption [kWh/100 km],
- \( P_B \) – traction battery power [W],
- \( \nu \) – vehicle speed [m/s].

The traction battery power was calculated using equation (5):

\[ P_B = \frac{P_E}{\epsilon_E} = \frac{P_K}{\epsilon_E \epsilon_{PG}} = \frac{P_K}{\epsilon_E \epsilon_{PG}} = \frac{F_N \nu}{\epsilon_E \epsilon_{PG}} \]  

(5)

where:
- \( P_E \) – electric motor power [W],
- \( \epsilon_E \) – electric motor and inverter efficiency,
- \( \epsilon_{PG} \) – main gearbox efficiency,
- \( F_N \) – driving force [N].

The driving force is determined by the following relation (6):

\[ F_N = \frac{T_{tq_{max}} i_{UN} \epsilon_{UN}}{r_d} \]  

(6)

where:
- \( T_{tq_{max}} \) – maximum torque of the engine [Nm],
- \( i_{UN} \) – drivetrain ratio,
- \( \epsilon_{UN} \) – drivetrain efficiency.

The mass-specific energy consumption of the vehicle is represented by the following relation (7):

\[ E_m = \frac{E}{m_p} \]  

(7)

where:
- \( E \) – road energy consumption [kWh/(100 km kg)],
- \( m_p \) – maximum total vehicle mass [kg].

The cost of driving 100 km was calculated using equation (8):

\[ C = C_p \cdot E \]  

(8)

where:
- \( C \) – cost of driving 100 km [PLN],
- \( C_p \) – cost of 1 dm\(^3\) of fuel [PLN].

The actual energy consumption of the electric vehicle – under steady-state conditions (including energy generation) is represented by formula (9):

\[ E_{elek} = \frac{E}{\epsilon_{Elek} \epsilon_{prz} \epsilon_{lad}} \]  

(9)

where:
- \( \epsilon_{Elek} \) – power station efficiency,
- \( \epsilon_{prz} \) – transfer efficiency (between power and charging stations),
- \( \epsilon_{lad} \) – charging efficiency.
3. Result and Discussion

The energy consumption calculation for the combustion engine vehicle utilized an external characteristic obtained from the engine dynamometer (Fig. 1–3). The engine was fueled with Diesel 100%, Rapeseed oil biofuel 100%, and Hemp oil biofuel 100%. The external characteristics of the electric drive were obtained from the manufacturer’s data and presented in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 1. Engine power for various fuel (source: own study)](image1)

![Fig. 2. Engine torque for various fuel (source: own study)](image2)

![Fig. 3. Engine fuel consumption (source: own study)](image3)
3.1 Presentation of modeling result

The external characteristics of the combustion engine (Fig. 1–3) and the electric vehicle Nissan Leaf (Fig. 4) were utilized for the study. Fig. 5 presents the cumulative fuel consumption relative to vehicle speed. The fuel consumption was calculated based on the external characteristics of the engine operating on three types of fuels for five gears. Fig. 6 describes the torque magnitude relative to rotational speed for the electric and combustion engine vehicles fueled by different fuels.

At the next stage of research, maximum energy consumption relative to speed was calculated for the examined combustion engine vehicle at different gear ratios and various fuels in comparison to the electric vehicle and the electric vehicle powered by a coal power plant based on formula 4. It was presented in Fig. 7. The costs of driving 100 km for the combustion engine vehicle fueled by different fuels and the electric vehicle are presented in Fig. 8 (based on formula 8).
Fig. 6. Engine external for Fiat Panda powered by various fuels and Nissan Leaf electric vehicle (source: own study).

Fig. 7. Energy consumption – maximum propulsion parameters (source: own study): Br100% – rapeseed biofuel ester, K100% – hemp biofuel ester, EV – electric vehicle.

Fig. 9 shows the energy consumption relative to the vehicle’s mass based on the external characteristic obtained from the engine dynamometer for the combustion engine vehicle fueled by different fuels and from the manufacturer for the electric vehicle. Fig. 10 illustrates the modeled maximum torque relative to the total maximum vehicle mass for the combustion engine powered by three types of fuels and the electric vehicle. Fig. 11 presents the calculated maximum energy consumption for the electric vehicle and the electric vehicle considering the power source as a coal power plant (source: own study).
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Fig. 8. The cost of driving 100 km – maximum propulsion parameters (source: own study)

Fig. 9. Mass energy consumption – maximum propulsion parameters (source: own study)

Fig. 10. Ratio of maximum torque to maximum gross vehicle mass (source: own study)
Observations of the market reality indicate that the vast majority of passenger car manufacturers are already preparing to withdraw conventionally powered vehicles from their offer. In particular, those based on self-ignition technology. Some will do it before January 2035. At this stage of consideration, however, it should be remembered that changes in the automotive market will not happen overnight. It is a series of processes and certainly, analyzing the age of the Polish car park, conventionally powered vehicles will still be used for a long time [12]. In the authors’ opinion, research on alternative fuels, including plant fuels, may be a solution to this problem.

In this paper developed efficiency coefficients for the combustion engine powered by different fuels (Diesel 100%, Bio Diesel 100%, Hemp oil 100%) and the electric propulsion. Modeling was conducted based on the external characteristics of the engines. Based on the measurement results and manufacturer's data, the following were calculated: fuel consumption converted to the electric vehicle, energy consumption, and the cost of driving 100 km for the combustion engine vehicle fueled by different fuels and the electric vehicle, taking into account the energy source from the coal power plant thus indicate:

1. The road energy consumption of the electric vehicle (considering the use of electricity derived from coal combustion) is higher than that of the combustion engine vehicle powered by diesel or biofuels. However, it should be noted that the electric vehicle exhibits a higher mass-specific torque index.
2. Driving the conventional propulsion vehicle is most cost-effective above the second gear (Fig. 8) for all fuel types.
3. The modeling showed that at low speeds, the combustion engine vehicle is more economical than the electric one.
4. As the speed increases, the costs become similar. However, it is essential to highlight that the electric vehicle emits zero emissions during driving. At this stage, it should be noted that, additionally, by utilizing renewable energy sources, the operational costs can be reduced, and the carbon dioxide emission generated by the coal power plant can be decreased [3].
4. Conclusions

Despite the results obtained, which prove better energy efficiency parameters of cars equipped with internal combustion engines, it is important to remember about the continuous development of renewable energy infrastructure. The dynamic development of unconventional power plants will contribute to the increasing energy efficiency of electric vehicles and their lower equivalent carbon dioxide emissions.

The authors support the thesis promoted by other researchers that the future of individual motoring seems to be in favor of electric vehicles. However, the pace of these changes seems to be important both for the demand side, i.e. vehicle users, and for the supply side of manufacturers. It is still an unanswered question whether any alternatives will emerge during this process to extend the life of conventional fossil fuel powered power units. In the opinion of the authors, a certain solution to this problem seems to be synthetic fuels, min. plant-based ones. Although the presented research indicated such an eventuality, it should be remembered that they concerned one drive unit with specific parameters and which certainly does not allow for full conclusions.

To sum up, the presented studies on the comparative assessment of the energy efficiency indicators of a multi-fuel combustion vehicle and an electric vehicle do not fully exhaust the essence of the research issues, but are an attempt to signal the complexity of the presented research problem. Certainly, this issue will require further analyzes and research on min. the service life of the propulsion unit itself and engine accessories in the case of using this category of fuels to power it.
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Ocena porównawcza wskaźników efektywności energetycznej wielopaliwowego pojazdu spalinowego i pojazdu elektrycznego

Streszczenie: W toczących się obecnie dyskusjach na temat przyszłości motoryzacji ścierają się dwie skrajne opinie: elektromobilność lub pojazdy z konwencjonalnym napędem, ale zasilane paliwami alternatywnymi. W artykule omówiono zagadnienie związane z modelowaniem współczynników efektywności energetycznej silnika spalinowego zasilanego trzema rodzajami paliw (olej napędowy 100%, biopaliwo 100% i olej konopny 100%) oraz napędu elektrycznego zasilanego energią z elektrowni węglowej. Badania analityczne przeprowadzono w oparciu o zewnętrzną charakterystykę pracy silnika. Charakterystykę zewnętrzną silnika spalinowego Fiat Panda 1.3 JTD uzyskano na hamowni Automex. Silnik pracował na trzech paliwach: olej napędowy 100%, biopaliwo 100% (rzepak) oraz biopaliwo 100% (olej konopny). Zewnętrzna charakterystyka silnika elektrycznego została dostarczona przez producenta pojazdu Nissan Leaf. Wyniki obliczeń wykazały, że przy niższych prędkościach wskaźniki zużycia są na podobnym poziomie. Przy wyższych prędkościach silnik spalinowy zużywa mniej energii niż silnik elektryczny. Odbiorcami badań jest zarówno strona popytowa - czyli użytkownicy pojazdów, jak i przyszli producenci oraz instytucje rządowe odpowiedzialne za kształtowanie i rozwój przyszłej mobilności w zakresie transportu indywidualnego.

Słowa kluczowe: jednostka napędowa, paliwa alternatywne, pojazd elektryczny, efektywność energetyczna